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B1121A8-0XX-NT3G-75 HD-BNC 

Product Description: 

High Density BNC family of connectors. HD BNC delivers true 75 ohm 
performance in a footprint 51% smaller than traditional BNC 

connectors, allowing four times the density. Engineered to enhance 

electrical and mechanical performance, the HD-BNC connector features 

the trusted, push and turn interface of a traditional BNC, providing 

tactile feedback and a positive lock for quick and guaranteed mating. Using the same cable prep and 

termination specifications of legacy broadcast connectors makes adopting HD-BNC seamless.  

Key Features: 

Allows four times as many interconnects as the 

BNC. 

51% smaller than the BNC 

39% smaller than the Mini-BNC 

Provides a positive lock and allows for quick and easy 

connect and disconnect. 

Higher performance, unmatched reliability from 

end to end. 

Fits traditional Broadcast Cables. 

Belden 1694, 1855, and Image 360. 

Applications: 

Broadcast Network Routing and Switching 

Digital Video – HDTV Military/Aerospace 

Ordering Information: 

Mfr Part # element14 # Description 

B1121A8-011-NT3G-75 1836771 PLUG, BNC, HDTV, DRAKA 0.6/2.8 AF 

B1121A8-016-NT3G-75 1836772 PLUG, BNC, HDTV, DRAKA 0.8/3.7 AF 

B1121A8-013-NT3G-75 1836773 PLUG, BNC, HDTV, DRAKA 1.0/4.8 AF 

Featured Links:      

 Amphenol on element14.com 
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